1. Call to Order.

The meeting was called to order by Senate President George Watson at 3:21 p.m.

President Watson: We have a very full agenda today as you all know, and we have decided to take things a little bit differently than we normally do. We have listed the unfinished business before the announcements and reports. This was done because we will take up the final discussion of the issue of plus minus grades, and other issues of unfinished business at the beginning of the meeting. Hearing no objections, we will move on.

2. Approval of the Previous Minutes (January 27, 2003).

The Academic Senate minutes of January 27, 2003, were posted on the Academic Senate Web page and emailed to every senator before the meeting. The minutes were approved as circulated. Further corrections should be addressed to darby.shaw@asu.edu.


3.A Executive Committee (George Watson).
3.A.1 Senate Resolution #2 (2002-2003) (Second Reading) regarding the report of the Plus Minus Grades Committee (The resolution was emailed to senators along with supporting document links prior to the meeting and posted on the Academic Senate Web page). Senate President Watson called everyone’s attention to a blue sheet, and white sheet, in their agenda packet. The blue sheet is Senate Resolution #2 from the ad hoc committee and the white sheet is the substitute motion that will be offered later on in the meeting.

Summarizing for the Senate, President Watson said that the report of the ad hoc committee has been posted on the Senate Web page for some time. The ad hoc committee met and was created last spring by then Senate President Mort Munk. The Committee met on at least a half dozen occasions and they heard testimony and collected information from a number of university officials and students who would be affected by any changes in the grading system. The meetings were also open for others who wanted to come and comment to the committee. The committee did a lot of background research, produced a table that is approximately 15 pages with an appendix of about 15 pages as well, and they looked at a number of different systems around the country. There is a table that was produced from that study, which a lot of people have worked with (below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System 1</th>
<th>System 2</th>
<th>System 3</th>
<th>System 4</th>
<th>System 5</th>
<th>System 6</th>
<th>System 7</th>
<th>System 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>A+</td>
<td>A+</td>
<td>A+</td>
<td>A+</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>A–</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>A–</td>
<td>A–</td>
<td>A–</td>
<td>A–</td>
<td>A–</td>
<td>A–</td>
<td>A–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>B+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>B–</td>
<td>B–</td>
<td>B–</td>
<td>B–</td>
<td>B–</td>
<td>B–</td>
<td>B–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>C+</td>
<td>C+</td>
<td>C+</td>
<td>C+</td>
<td>C+</td>
<td>C+</td>
<td>C+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>C–</td>
<td>C–</td>
<td>C–</td>
<td>C–</td>
<td>C–</td>
<td>C–</td>
<td>C–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>D+</td>
<td>D+</td>
<td>D+</td>
<td>D+</td>
<td>D+</td>
<td>D+</td>
<td>D+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASU Arizona NAU Oklahoma Texas U I l l.- Chicago Kansas (varies)
Maryland MIT +/- grades appear on transcripts but do not affect gpa calculations
UCLA UC– Berkeley Missouri– no E+ Nebraska– no E+
Iowa Oregon Stanford North Carolina State
Cincinnati Colorado Connecticut Kansas (varies)
USC Iowa State Florida State¹
Ore. St.– no E+ Temple– no E+ Washington²
Ohio State Wash. State Minnesota (±.333)
ASU (Resolution 23, 1992)
Penn State
Rutgers

Some schools use ± 0.3; others ± 0.33; some ± 0.333. Florida and Rutgers do otherwise.
1. Florida State uses increments and decrements of 0.25. Thus, an A– is 3.25 while B+ is 3.25.
2. The University of Washington grades by 0.1 points and then assigns letter values. As A is 3.9–4.0, A– is 3.5–3.8, etc.

What the committee produced was a system, and you should have had this table available to you, on the Senate Web page that contains 8 different grading systems. ASU currently falls under grading system number 1, which has no plus or minus grades. The original plus minus proposal was made in 1992 (and distributed to senators before this meeting). It was for a system that was similar to system 6 in our table. The committee debated different systems and debated different points. You are probably familiar with some of the various arguments by now that have been made, or that have been brought forward and called to your attention by the committee. The committee felt in particular that there would be potential difficulties with plus minus that should at least be considered before making a decision to adopt one of the systems.

Among the changes or the problems that they cited was a potential problem with the C- grade of giving a 1.67 or a 1.667 depending on how far you carry it out, which posed some problems for the standards of ASU that call for having a C or better grade in your major in order to be considered passing, and also at the same time a 2.0 or better for academic standing. What this would mean is that people could get C- grades in some of their courses and C’s in some of their courses but not come up to a 2.0. They would be in the position of having had grades in a C range but yet still not be able to graduate. The committee thought that was a problem and one that should be attended to. You may not agree, but it at least needs to be recognized.

On the opposite end, the committee also felt that for certain students who are at the upper end of the grade point average, near 3.9 or 4.0 (summa cum laude)—there would be fewer students able to retain that grade level. Some would welcome that and say we have perhaps too many at that level. Others think that perhaps that should not be the case. The reason that would happen is because there is no A+ grade that awards more than a 4.0. A couple of schools do have such a system where they give 4.3s; Stanford is one, and that system is in the table too but not many others do that. That of course creates an anomaly where you have a grade point higher than a 4.0. There are a lot of people who don’t like that and some who are willing to tolerate something like that. On those two points of extremity, the thoughts of the committee are anchored.

Before I open up the Senate Resolution to further discussion or debate, let me just ask any committee members if I have overlooked anything in the report that I should have mentioned to the Senate?

**Senator Ball:** You might mention something about transfer students from junior colleges that presently don’t have plus minus systems in place.

**President Watson:** If ASU adopted the plus minus system, it would be the only system in Arizona that has plus minus grades. I don’t recall exactly what the committee was saying in terms of transfer student problems.

**Senator Ball:** We had thought it would be difficult because if you have an A- student transferring into your college, what does he get—a B, a B+-how do we know if he is a B+ when there is no plus minus system here.

**President Watson:** Your concern was about not knowing how to transfer these students in--Are there any other committee members who wish to comment on this?
Senator Ball: I would like to add that a number of honors students have complained that their grades are going to be depressed under this proposed system.

President Watson: I think that point was made by the honors students previously. There is some question whether or not the grade points at the 3.5 level and above would actually be affected. My sense was from looking at the data that there is no reason to expect a particular decrease for the plus minus system of 3.5 or higher. The 3.5 is important because it is a threshold for maintaining scholarships, and there is some suggestion that the ability to have B+ grades in fact would enhance some students' standing, and would move them higher in that mid-3 point range. That is what some of the evidence that the committee reported seemed to suggest. Is there any other thing we need to talk about on the committee report before we open up the discussion? The committee recommended Senate Resolution #2 and the committee also made a recommendation that we do not change grading systems, that we maintain a system which does not have pluses or minuses.

Because the committee wanted to construct a system that did in fact show plus minus grades, they proposed Senate Resolution #2 (blue sheet), which suggests (shown on the overhead) a system whereby plus minus grades would be reported on transcripts but would not change the way that GPAs are calculated. An A+, A, and A- would all have 4.0, a B+, B, and B- would all have 3.0 and a C+, C, and C- would all have 2.0. This is a system that is used in a couple of places and it is also the one that the committee recommends. Now, I believe we are ready to open debate.

Senator Johnson: Mister President, members of the Senate, I would ask you to consider the Substitute Amendment (white sheet) at this time, which would record plus or minus grades; it adopts in effect the system #7. My belief is that we do not have enough grading alternatives and that grading alternatives are related to the motivation of students who do the work in a course.

President Watson: It has been moved by Senator Johnson and seconded by Senator Mayer that there be a substitution made for Resolution #2; copies have been provided to all the senators. Thanks very much for providing this in typed format. What is on the white sheet in front of you is a substitute amendment to replace Senate Resolution #2 (blue sheet). You will notice that it has a couple of differences in the whereas clauses, but the basic difference in the action part of the clause is that you do have plus minus grades, of course, but that it also counts in the grade point, as you can see in item number 4 (below).

Substitute Amendment to Senate Motion #2 of January 27, 2003
(February 24, 2003)

Senate Resolution #2
(January 27, 2003)

Whereas the curriculum and maintenance of academic standards is the shared responsibility of the faculty at ASU;

Whereas the faculty at ASU desire to have a grading system that permits truer records of student performance;
Whereas the faculty recognize that most of its peer institutions have adopted a grading system that permits plus and minus grades;

Whereas the faculty wish to implement a grading system that will serve as an incentive to students for better performance;

Be it resolved:

(1) That Senate Resolution #23 of 1991-1992, establishing a plus/minus grade system for ASU, be rescinded;

(2) That the grading system at Arizona State University be changed for both undergraduate and graduate courses to replace the current grade options of A, B, C, D, and E with the following grade options: A, A–, B+, B, B–, C+, C, D, and E.

(3) That these grade options will be duly recorded on a student’s transcript;

(4) That for purposes of calculating grade points, the following values will be used:
   \[
   \begin{align*}
   A & = 4.000 \\
   A– & = 3.667 \\
   B+ & = 3.333 \\
   B & = 3.000 \\
   B– & = 2.667 \\
   C+ & = 2.333 \\
   C & = 2.000 \\
   D & = 1.000 \\
   E & = 0.000
   \end{align*}
   \]

(5) That this policy will be printed in the next General Catalog, and that the plus/minus system will be made available to faculty for use with all students when that Catalog goes into effect.

It does do the traditional .333 increments and decrements for plus grades and for minus grades. You will also notice that it stops with a C grade of 2.0. It does not have a C- grade. This is a system, again, if you have your table with you that is the Penn State model. Penn State implemented this system a couple of years ago. From reading the minutes of the Penn State Senate as they addressed this issue, as our committee did, they discussed the problem with C- grades.

The motion to substitute is now the question before the Senate, and once again we remain open for debate. Are there any questions?

Senator Siferd: Was the motion to substitute seconded?

President Watson: Yes, it was seconded. Did you wish to speak to it?

Senator Siferd: I know that my department is very much in favor of this model because of what Senator Johnson just said, that we do not have enough alternatives. Particularly at the MBA level. I support this resolution.

Senator Park-Fuller: Are we able to comment on any other issues?
President Watson: At the moment, the discussion is on the motion to substitute. However, any issues regarding plus minus grades can be talked about at this time.

Senator Pickus: I am in favor, I think, of the white paper substitute resolution.

President Watson: Just to clarify, the white sheet is the plus minus system that assigns the increments and decrements to grade point.

Senator Pickus: They mentioned a concern of honor students in their report, but I believe that the concern of the honors faculty has not been voiced yet. The Honors faculty feels very strongly that their consensus supports plus minus grades, and I can tell you that it is not just something that is a minor point in our teaching. It really makes a difference for us, the difference between a B, B+, A-, A. And beyond that, there is one more thing that I think that is going on. I wanted to draw some interest and attention to the feelings of students. One of my former students came today to the meeting and we talked previously about plus minus grades. He mentioned his anxiety that if we pass this system and implement it, the sum total of his performance will go down and he wants to be recognized to speak on this today. I emphatically believe that these kinds of anxieties among students should be acknowledged and addressed, but equally emphatically not by putting a less accurate grade system in place. It just does not make sense. There is always pressure in a class to make grades become something non-academic, a reward for being nice, something that will get one a career, or a punishment for being bad. But grades are not about that, grades are about accurate feedback on the student’s academic performance and nothing but that. I was really not persuaded about any kind of conjecture that adding a plus minus system would be bad for ASU. That is simply speculation. What I think will be bad for ASU is when we send students a distorted message about what we are doing as faculty; when what we should be doing as faculty is telling them exactly what they are learning. So, I support the substitute resolution.

Senator Ball: Just a point of clarification, the previous speaker called the original resolution 2 a non-plus minus system and that is not quite true. Part 3, the second line says, that plus and minus grades will be recorded on the student’s transcript. This is not a non-plus or minus grade system.

Senator Karady: We have to use an Excel sheet many times to calculate the grades; it means that the students gets some points for homework, test numbers, final test score—that means that at the end of the class each student gets a number, which is a decimal number. Now you have to convert this number to an A or B. Since I have only A, B, and C, so I must decide based on that collection of numbers what grade they will receive. Therefore, I believe the fact that we will have A-, B+, B, and B- will permit a finer grading, which in Engineering, .02 is a big advantage, however, I can see that a C- will generate a big mess, because the question will be whether the student is acceptable or not. In that respect, I would like to think it is an advantage that we have a finer grading system, but we should appropriately stop at C. However, I would like to point out this question, when we want to admit someone to graduate school, we generally require that they have above 3.0. I wonder will this system generate a problem, because the B- student will say, I have a B, I am qualified for the graduate program. So, I raise this question.

Senator Burstein: Two things, in reference to what you said Senator Ball. I believe that we are lying to the students if we adopt the first proposal. I think we are lying to the students because most of them do not even know how to calculate a GPA. If you give them the grades on their transcript, but do not give them on the GPA, in five years time all this Senate debate will be forgotten and the students will
think they are getting the advantage of plus and minus grades, when they are not. I refuse to vote for such a system.

Second, we now get most of our graduate students from schools that give plus or minus grades and their GPA reflects that. The vast majority of schools from which we admit graduate students give plus or minuses; they do not give integral grades. We are among the minority of schools that gives integral grades.

Senator Mayer: I also wanted to say, first of all, when I asked my faculty if they thought it would be useful to have plus minus grades, to a person, they were opposed to it. They did not see much purpose in doing plus minus grades unless they also had it added into the GPA.

Secondly, from my personal point of view, I have always been bothered by the degree of differences of people who receive B’s in my classes, and the reason for that is because there is a great deal of discrepancy between the people who had the B+s and the people who had the B-s. On that particular level, I would like to be able to differentiate those conditions.

Senator Leingang: I am adamantly opposed to any plus minus grade system, but I will first address the substitute resolution to replace Senate Resolution #2, which actually includes calculating grade points with the plus minus system. My concern lies in C+. You get a 2.33, so basically you are rewarding an average student, whereas we are hurting a student who is excelling and attaining an A+. They would still only be able to pull a 4.0. That is my concern with the substitute resolution.

Another concern I have is with both of the proposed grade systems, especially for life science students. Myself specifically—it is almost impossible to attain an A in a class; there are mostly A- grades. Most of the grades are also based on 85 percent instead of 90. It is just so hard to attain an A in a life science course. We are putting students who are applying for graduate school, specifically law schools and medical schools, at a distinct disadvantage, especially from this state, because NAU and UofA do not use a plus minus system. I do not want my GPA to be hurt when I am applying to medical school, or my friend's GPA to be hurt, or for them to get passed over for a UofA or an NAU student, because they are not using plus minus grades in the GPA. I think that is something that we should take to heart and I am adamantly opposed to both systems. That represents the general consensus of all students on campus as well.

Senator Witt: For the last several years, my director has been spending some time at the end of each year looking at grade inflation in our school. He seems to be very concerned about that, but I personally believe that the plus minus system, if calculated into a student’s GPA, might have a mitigating effect on grade inflation, therefore a more positive effect on the overall system of education, and it will also release my director to do other things.

Senator Gully: I polled the School of Art faculty and they were unanimous in their support of adding a plus or minus grade system. One of the observations given to me has to do with graduate students, that if in fact the grades are plus minus, it will be easier to make a judgment call to admit from our undergraduates at ASU. Unlike some of our other colleges, we do admit many of our graduate students from ASU. The other issue was a concern expressed by some honor students, and it was felt that even if the numbers of students graduating at the highest level were reduced, perhaps it would in some respects more reflective of the kind of honors that they actually deserve. One of the things that upset my faculty is students who do not complete their honors contracts; only about 20-25% of the
students complete them. So for the graduate with honors student, who actually wants to receive honors from this university and do the work, our faculty feel that plus minus grades will strengthen their case.

Senator Ball: I will respond to Senator Burstein. The ad hoc committee did not come out in favor of lying to students.

Senator Burstein: Five years from now, no one is going to remember what we did here on this issue, and students will think that they are getting plus or minus on their GPA and they won’t be getting that with Senate Resolution #2 from the committee.

Senator Ball: But if we tell them that, they will know.

Senator Burstein: We can tell them that now, but are you going to go and inform every student every year?

Senator Ball: That should be written into the student manual.

President Watson: It would be, of course, in the Catalog.

Senator Haynes: I polled my faculty and they accepted the original proposal that expressed a very strong preference for something similar to what is now before us (the substitute resolution). I do, however, have a question concerning the scale. Can someone explain why we are not going to have A+ and why we will stop at C?

Senator Johnson: There is certainly an argument for a 4.33. There is also a large number of people who feel like a 4.0 maximum system and it is a reasonable point.

President Watson: There are some schools that give A+’s and simply give the A+ a 4.0, the same as an A.

Senator Haynes: What does that mean in terms of the option of giving plus and minus grades; what if we as faculty do not want to stop at A, and want to give A+?

President Watson: The substitute motion does not envision an A+ but the limits are open to discussion if we agree to the substitute.

Senator McDermott: In our program, and in our division, we have a similar bar and our students must maintain a B average. This is like the problem caused with the C average, and the ad hoc committee agreed that would create a problem with the GPA. I have had many comments from my students. They do understand that a full range of plus and minus grades (A+ to D-) is meant for their benefit, in order to understand how they are doing in our classes, but they prefer that it not be added into the GPA. My faculty prefer the original Senate Resolution #2 (blue sheet).

Senator Jacobs: I would like to speak against the Senate Resolution #2 (blue sheet) because the difference between the B+ and the A- is huge. The difference between a 3.0 and a 4.0, I cannot accurately say that I can separate two students that far, which is what we are having to do with the system that we have now. I think that this is actually a disadvantage over the system that we have now.
Karen Leong for Senator Anderson: I am speaking on behalf of Lisa Anderson who could not be here today, but we did poll the faculty in Women’s Studies and our faculty are in favor of giving plus or minus grades generally. However, if the original Senate Resolution #2 (blue sheet) were passed, our faculty would not bother to give plus or minuses grades unless they would be averaged into the GPA. We also feel that it would mediate grade inflation as Senator Witt said, and that it would reward those students who are giving extra effort to get a B+, A, or A- grade. We are in favor of the substitute motion (white sheet).

Senator Crozier: My comment is in response to Senator McDermott. She said they have a course which requires the student to maintain a B average and that a plus/minus grade system would cause problems for such a requirement. The B average is close to the middle of the proposed numerical scale and course requirements could simply be re-expressed in terms of a numerical grade point average.

President-Elect Garcia: I want to point out that in graduate programs in my department in order to maintain status as a doctoral student in Bioengineering, you have to maintain a 3.5 GPA or greater, so, conceivably a graduate student might in this system receive a 3.3 and be disqualified by having a B+ throughout their core courses, which would be about 5-6 courses. I think there is a problem, especially with regard to graduate studies.

Senator Rice: I speak on behalf of the Department of Anthropology, and actually when we began we were in favor of the blue sheet–but the faculty in Anthropology are very strongly for a plus minus grade system, and some of the people who sent me emails said, please keep the full range of plus minus grades. They felt that A+ to D- gave people a lot of discretion to differentiate among the students, and they thought this was a very important part of the system. So, I will be voting for the amended resolution (white sheet).

Senator Aldama: I am from the Department of Chicana/Chicano Studies. Ever since I arrived here in 1996, I have always wanted to have the ability to give especially B+s, because there are so many students that are not up to quite the A level yet, but they have excellent effort and high quality work. There is a discrepancy, a big difference between a base B, B- and B+, so having the ability to be much more precise in our evaluations of student performance will be a great benefit to faculty and ultimately to students themselves. So, I will vote in favor of the amended plus minus resolution (white sheet).

Senator Siferd: I want to address the concern about the "wide" spread between the B+ and A -, when currently that spread is one point, now it would be only .333.

Senator Booksh: I was going to make the exact same comment. I disagree with B+ students getting B’s and then not being eligible for a program because the cutoff is a B+, as President-elect Garcia said. I also agree with Senator Crozier’s comment; if you do not like B- people being admitted, then I suggest that you could change the standard for admission to a 3.0 instead of a B.

Senator Pickus: Since we are having full discussion, I request permission for my former student to be recognized on this topic.

Ricardo Vasquez (Student): My name is Ricardo Vasquez and I am an ASASU student senator from the College of Business, where I heard about this forum. My concern is that even though I think all the professors have made valid points, there does need to be a distinction between a B+, A- and all that. But my concern is what ranges of percentage points will determine if you get an A, an A-, a B+ or a B?
It sounds to me like it will be a totally discretionary opportunity of the professor. Now, in the small classes where you have more interaction with your professor, let’s say you disagree with him or her on views, and you come on as rude or overbearing. But you have a work effort that determines that you should get an A. However, is it then up to the professor if they should give you an A- when your work deserved or earned an A? So, it is problematic in my opinion because in the large lecture classes, what is the difference between an 89 and a 90 percent? Is the 89 a B+ and the 90 an A-, or is it up to the professor to fill in that little bubble? In the small classes it does become easier to distinguish, but in my opinion I think that a range of percentages needs to be defined. That way not so much of the power is in the hands of the professors.

President Watson: Thank you. We will call you “Daniel” for coming into the lion’s den. If I may respond, perhaps on behalf of the faculty, that the grading scheme is the responsibility of the faculty member, regardless of whether you have a plus minus system or otherwise. Cut off points are discretionary in that sense. A faculty member should at the beginning of the semester inform students what kind of grading system is in place in terms of whether they will be using percentages, or they will not be using percentages, and what those cutoffs will be. However, the change to the plus minus grade system does not change what already exists; you are dependent upon the faculty member for your grade, and for the criteria that are set up for that grading scale. Just as a personal example, I often follow the 90, 80, 70 grade received on percentages when I taught my statistics class, but then decided that was not actually good enough, so I changed that so that 93 became a 90 because that was my decision as professor. Is that a fair statement, Senator Jacobs?

Senator Jacobs: I do just the opposite. My averages are often 65 and 70, and so an 85 could be an A in my class and often it is.

President Watson: Good point. Sometimes our 90 percent expectations are not met.

Senator Witt: I use a full plus minus scale in my classes, and a "0" in my class is a C. It is always the responsibility of the faculty to give grades. I am sorry, but I am not really sorry. I think it is the responsibility of the faculty to give grades, to evaluate performance. The students evaluate the faculty anonymously every semester. The faculty must sign their name to the evaluation of students, but that is the way the system is set up. However, faculty can select from several ways of grading. One may be more discretionary; the numbers do give more possibilities. There are people who use an alpha system, others use a numerical system, and still others use a combination alpha-numerical system. They are all ordinal measures. Numerical systems are more discrete. In the end, letter grades must be converted to numbers, in order for GPA's to be calculated.

President Watson: Are we nearing the end to our discussion?

Senator Park-Fuller: Just a verification: I see a C as being more of a middle range. So, this doesn’t necessarily encourage or discourage grade inflation.

President Watson: As near as we can tell from those few universities that have published some data on the impact of switching to a plus minus system, there is not much evidence that grade inflation is affected one way or the other from introducing a plus minus grading system. What you get are changes at certain places. For example, you will have fewer grades in a 3.9 or 3.8 in terms of GPA. At the very highest level some grades will drop a little bit but that will be compensated in part at other
grade points. Therefore, what happens is that the GPA overall stays the same, whereas the GPA for certain individuals will undoubtedly be affected.

Senator Park-Fuller: That was my concern.

President Watson: Are there any other comments, or are you ready to move to the question?

Senator Mayer: Move to the question.

President Watson: Any objection? Let me reassert what the question is; at the moment the question is should the white sheet (substitute amendment) be substituted for the blue sheet (Senate Resolution #2)? If you vote yes, you are saying that you would like to see the substitute amendment replace Senate Resolution #2. If you vote no, then you don’t want that to happen. The white sheet would be defeated and we would then go to the question of the blue sheet, the plus minus system that does not in fact increment or decrement grades on the grade point average. Is everybody clear what they are voting on? Then, by the way, if the white sheet passes we have to take yet one more vote on accepting it or not accepting it. It will become the substitute motion; there will be an opportunity for any last minute questions on that and then we will vote.

Senator McDermott: We had a first reading on Senate Resolution #2 (blue sheet) at our January 27 meeting, but does the white sheet get to receive a second reading after today?

President Watson: You don’t get a first and second reading on substitute amendments and motions because otherwise that would be a delaying tactic, to allow amendments to come in each time and you would be stuck at first readings. The advantage of a substitute motion is it immediately comes into the second reading status.

Are there further questions? Hearing none, I would instruct you that we will have a show of hands on this vote. All in favor of the substitute amendment (white sheet) substituting for the original Resolution #2 (blue sheet), please raise your hand. The motion to substitute passed by a vote of 46 to 14, with 3 abstentions duly noted. We will now consider this document as Senate Resolution #2 before the Senate. Is there any further discussion, before we move to a vote on that resolution?

Senator Hirata: I have a question, if the resolution that is now on the floor fails, what does that mean?

Senator Witt: Don’t we still have the 1991-92 resolution to go back to?

Senator Burstein: No. We would have to separately rescind that, because it is in the motion we are considering now, that the first motion be rescinded.

President Watson: If the substituted motion fails, we are basically back to ground zero where we were before the committee was even formed to talk about plus minus grades. We will have a ten-year old resolution sitting on the books, which was not enacted, and we will have to do something about it one way or another.

Senator Witt: I recall since I was in the Senate when that original motion was discussed, it is very much like the prior motion, with the exception that it stops at C.
Senator Leingang: My concern is that we are asking students to absorb a $1,000 tuition increase next year and that coupled with the changing in the grade system, and I am afraid—I am worried that this will actually affect the enrollment at the university. I think you should rethink this issue before you make such a dramatic change to the current grading system.

President Watson: Thank you, Mike. Are there further questions or comments?

Senator Gully: I would like to ask a question of the framers—why did you decide not to include the A+, C-, D+ and F-? Assigning the same grade to a C- as a C in other words, why not use the full system?

Senator Johnson: The proposal seeks to mitigate implementation problems. The proposal for not including plus or minus below C seeks to mitigate problems of implementation. I think that the critical issue is that we have a fine enough scale to recognize performance as we observe it. We have a motivational problem in many cases, when a student calculates that they cannot make an A. Having a finer scale will avoid that type of issue.

Senator Comfort: Just an observation and a question; the observation is that the motivation question is answered for A - C grades, but below that one then reverts to a less accurate scale, which is imbalanced.

My question is, many of the committee that dealt with these resolutions really had in its own mind that the current system should be retained. I have heard one very articulate deposition with regard to the arguments made in favor of the substitute resolution. I was wondering if there are members of that committee present who would like to articulate what the majority position of that committee was, or if they have become persuaded by the arguments and statements we have heard?

President Watson: Would anyone on the committee like to speak to that?

Senator Ball: I was and still am in favor of pluses and minuses being recorded in some kind of fashion, but as they say the devil is in the details. The more I studied the original proposal, I was less persuaded that it was a good idea, so, I would vote against it again.

Senator Krus: I perceive that the Senate leaders have obfuscated the series of amendments and counter amendments, and that is not the key issue. The key issue is whether or not to change anything at all, and they are not paying attention to what students really want. This type of series of amendments should be sent back, because I feel it is an important issue and that it is obviously not ready for a vote. I think it should be tabled.

Parliamentarian Burstein: A motion to table takes precedence.

President Watson: Do you wish to make that motion Senator Krus?

Senator Krus: I do make that motion. Motion to table was seconded by Senator Comfort.

Parliamentarian Burstein: The motion to table is not debatable.

President Watson: The motion is before us, and the motion is to table the issue indefinitely but with the understanding that the committee has need to work on this further, or perhaps something has not
yet come before the committee that should. If we vote to table the motion that will end the discussion for today and we will come back and talk about it later. If you vote against the motion to table, then we will continue the debate and ultimately vote on the question. All those in favor of tabling the issue, please raise your hand. **The motion to table was defeated by a vote of 18 in favor and 42 against with 4 abstentions duly noted.** The prior motion is now before the house. Is there further discussion of Substitute Resolution #2?

**Senator Park-Fuller:** I would like to hear more about the issue of whether or not to leave things the way they are. We did get an opportunity to table the substitute motion, but I do not think we should necessarily table it. I do think we should hear some further arguments on whether change is warranted at all.

**Senator Hirata:** My department was of that opinion, that the system has been working. So let’s just leave it as it is. If we institute a plus or minus system that will result in more friction between the students’ perception of their grade and the instructor. They wanted to leave it as it is. It is not my personal choice, but that would be an opinion.

**Senator Swan:** As far as the way it goes right now, I have gotten used to it, so, you end up making some concessions. In my situation, I think my department has done this as well. You understand that you have to have all those gradations, so, we put in criteria that assure there is no way that an A and a B are going be the same. We do not say an A or a B arbitrarily. I am sure all of you do this as well: you figure out what your bottom line is for a real A student, and if the student doesn’t make that grade then they don’t get an A. So, if you leave it like it is and make your own standard very strong, I don’t see that there is a problem with the way it is right now.

**Senator Fowler:** My faculty are not in favor of plus/minus grades, because it may create a lot of animosity with the students (because of more boundaries). However, my department would also be perfectly happy with going to a more accurate system, which is simply recording percentages. So, if the argument is for more accuracy you can still do that without plus minus grades.

**Senator Johnson:** I would just like to point out that if you are happy with the grades that you are awarding today, you can continue to offer A, B, C, and D without any change under the proposed amendment. You do under this system have greater flexibility and the opportunity to describe behavior more accurately, more precisely, and that should be our objective. If it should result in fewer 4.0 grade point averages, those who actually earn 4.0 grade point averages ought to have something greater to be proud of than under our current system, which perhaps does not make that distinction as precisely.

**Senator Aldama:** I totally agree with Senator Johnson.

**President Watson:** Are there further comments or are you ready for the question?

**Senator Humble:** In 1992 I voted for the plus minus grades resolution as I have been in the Senate in some capacity for many years now, and I heard Senator Hirata say that our department was against it. I think there may some confusion about which vote we are bound by, the first vote or the second vote.

**President Watson:** You are bound to vote however you choose. That is up to you.
Senator Mattson: My concern all along has been the option of using or not using plus and minuses. I just can’t imagine that within our College of Nursing that one faculty member would use plus minus grades and the one next door would not especially if it is going to be figured into the GPA! When you say that we have the option of doing it right now, we don’t have the option. I have a concern that if some people can do it if they choose and some people can’t or don’t want to do it.

Senator Burstein: You still have that option even under the current system. I am sure that the GPA of the large lecture classes that you have vary in your overall average depending on who is teaching them. Right now, we have that option on a system which gives us a five point scale. If we go to plus or minus grades we will then have a finer grading system. If you want to give, and if any faculty member wants to give, just A, B, C, or D or E, you are welcome to do it. What I suspect will happen is that the students will demand that you give them plus or minuses in the large lecture classes, because that will more finely divide what they do.

Senator Karady: I would like very much to have the finer grading system. However, it hit me very badly that the students are so much against it. Perhaps, at this time we should think about that; we should follow the students, instead of our own judgment to use of the finer grading system because it would be better for us.

Senator Pickus: I want to address Senator Karady’s point. I absolutely think it is the right decision to have the plus minuses grading system, for reasons that we have already discussed. In terms of what Senator Leingang talked about earlier--I think what we should do is this: we should let the students know that we are concerned about the general problem of anxiety on campus and their overall concerns about their education. We should not change any of our grading systems; we need this accuracy, but we should let the students know that we want to have a forum, not just to talk about plus minuses, but about the problems, too.

President Watson: Is there further discussion or are we ready to move to the question?

Senator Siferd: Realistically we send our students out to compete with students from the finest universities, which give plus and minuses and in one sense we are not being realistic, if we are sort of coddling them and indulging them on grading.

Maria Alison for Bianca Bernstein: When would this be implemented?

President Watson: This would go to the Catalog revision next fall to be implemented the following fall. Agreed. Of course, this is a proposal, because the Senate is making this recommendation to the University president.

I have heard a call for the question, and it requires a second (Senators Hurdle and Senator Donna Landers). A yes vote will be to affirm once again the motion that is on the white sheet, which is now before the house as Senate Resolution #2. It was substituted, and if you favor that motion it will be the recommendation of the Senate to the University president and that is namely that a plus minus system be adopted, which follows the scale and implementation presented on the white sheet. A no vote would defeat that particular motion and as we said before, would essentially put us back where we were before we started all of this.

If not, I will ask for a show of hands--all of those in favor of the motion for plus minus grades please raise your hand. All opposed please raise your hand. Those who wish to abstain please your hand.
Senate Resolution #2 was passed by a vote of 47 in favor and 18 against, with 3 abstentions duly noted.

Thanks very much for that, and for hanging in there, and I thought is was a very good discussion. Let’s proceed and see if we can move through the rest of our old business.

3.B Curriculum and Academic Programs Committee (Michael Mayer).

3.B.1 Senate Motion #3 (2002-2003) (Second Reading). Senator Mayer read the motion: “The Curriculum and Academic Programs Committee recommends Academic Senate approval of a proposal submitted by the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences for the Establishment of an Undergraduate Certificate in Brazilian Studies.”

Rationale: This Certificate program would, in the absence of an undergraduate degree program in Portuguese, allow students to pursue the array of Brazilian studies courses offered on campus in language, literature, and culture, and to receive formal recognition for such a concentration of coursework. The Certificate in Brazilian Studies will strengthen the preparation of Spanish majors or other pertinent majors in the College of Liberal Arts who seek to develop an expertise in the culture, history, religions and social structure of Brazil.

Senator Mayer: That was the rationale of the committee and I would like to make a further statement with respect to that. As some of you may know, there has been a lot of discussion over the last few years on what ought to constitute a certificate, a concentration and a minor, as they are considered by CAPC. The Committee has been frustrated by a lack of guidelines and rather than making decisions by the committee of the whole on each item, at this time, it appears that there is an effort underway; several groups, including CAPC are looking at developing guidelines that will differentiate these items. Therefore, it seemed appropriate to make a motion to table Senate Motion #3, until such time as these important guidelines are developed.

The motion to table received multiple seconds.

President Watson: Provost Glick and I have talked about this as well. There has been what seems to be a proliferation of certificate programs and no one is quite sure who is attending the helm here in terms of giving them a careful look. There is any number of committees, including at least 5 different faculty groups, that looked at this but if everybody else is assuming that someone has looked these proposals over closely, as we do on the Senate floor, we could be in a little bit of trouble here.

Senator Mayer: Actually, we do give them a careful exam; it is just that we (CAPC) don’t have formalized guidelines. We do turn some proposals down.

Maria Allison for Bianca Bernstein: I would like to clarify the difference between the undergraduate and graduate certificates.

President Watson: There is a distinct difference so, go ahead and make that distinction.

Maria Allison for Bianca Bernstein: At the graduate level, the proposals that are developed undergo great scrutiny. We work with the units very carefully and then the proposal goes to the Graduate Council, which has very thoughtful and specific questions; there are rewrites to those proposals that follow. Before it goes to the other levels, the Graduate College gives them each great scrutiny.
Donna Landers: Is it required that all certificate proposals now be held back and looked at with respect to these new guidelines that are being developed?

President Watson: No. There is no retroactive implementation planned or intended. The Provost Office does not have that in mind either.

Senator Haynes: A question: can you give us some idea of how many certificates are going to come forth at this time, since we did have one today that was tabled?

Senator Mayer: That proposal only is on hold today. We apparently currently have 35 at the undergraduate level. This year we have not had many come forward. The Brazilian one is the second one this year at the undergraduate level. Since the last deadline for presenting things to CAPC has passed, my understanding is that three certificate programs have been proposed and are being held in the Provost’s Office until guidelines are developed. Last year we had some.

Senator Thorton: Do you have any idea how the Brazilian Studies Certificate may impact the Latin American Studies Program?

Senator Mayer: No. The proposal came from Languages and Literatures, because they passed it then sent it forward and it had a first reading before this meeting.

President Watson: Certainly we hope that we can yet approve the Certificate in Brazilian Studies this spring. We need a month or so to clarify the guidelines.

Karen Leong for Lisa Anderson: Is there a timeline or deadline by which the certificate guidelines will be developed? This seems important because the programs proposing certificates are trying to have these in the next Catalog year or as soon as possible.

President Watson: We do not have a definite deadline in mind. It is just my hope that we can speed through this process as quickly as we can but I have not said we need to do it by March 1 or March 15.

Senator Mayer: There is a meeting on Thursday this week to discuss the formation of the guidelines.

President Watson: We hope to do it expeditiously. This is all by way of information, because we have not actually been debating the motion to table. Therefore, all in favor of the motion to table please say aye. All opposed, say no.

There was one no vote and the motion to table was passed by voice vote.


Rationale: The academic study of religion is a central component of the humanities and has become increasingly recognized as a critical tool in understanding society and politics in the global world at large. The program has two main goals: 1) to train graduate students for careers as scholars and teachers in the academic study of religion and 2) to provide supplementary training for graduate
students in a range of related programs (including history, anthropology, political science, journalism, secondary education, and justice studies) who would benefit from greater expertise regarding the nature and role of religion around the world.

If approved, the Ph.D. program in Religious Studies at ASU would be only the second Ph.D. program in the Western region of the United States to be located at a public university.

**President Watson:** This is a second reading and we will vote today. Is there discussion or questions for Senator Mayer or the representatives from the program who are present? David Damrel is here as professor of religious studies.

**Senator Ismeurt:** Do we have Senate criteria for doctoral programs, such as we are asking to have developed for certificate programs?

**Senator Mayer:** Yes we do, that is clear.

**President Watson:** We do especially for doctoral programs, even for certificate programs at the graduate level. Doctoral degrees go through the Graduate Council and the Graduate Council then gives a very close read to those proposals. There is a center point with respect to all of those programs, which we don’t have at the undergraduate level. Are there any other questions?

**Senator Haynes:** This may not be an appropriate comment here, but any ASU doctoral program is a very expensive undertaking. I just wondered before the debate takes place on the implementation, where does the debate take place about the resources and costs involved?

**President Watson:** David do you care to answer that with regard to your proposal?

**Senator Damrel:** The planning for resources and funds involved began 3.5 years ago, and those dollars were built into the budget for that program. We also worked closely with the Provost’s Office on this.

**Senator Mayer:** They estimate they will be enrolling four students per year and at the end of five years there will be twenty students.

**Maria Allison for Bianca Bernstein:** I would add that the programs committee of the Graduate Council and the Graduate Council itself has reviewed the whole justification and budget proposal for this program. We asked that they also justify placement and job opportunities, career opportunities, a range of things that they address in their proposal, and then, of course, we discussed this information with the Provost’s Office. It has been well discussed.

**Senator Aldama:** I just wanted to make a comment as an outside observer that due to the recent hires in Latino/Latin America, religion as part of the SWBI initiative, this degree will cover an important niche for those seeking top level training in Latino religious studies. I support this degree.

**Senator Mayer:** The proposal said that there is no need for additional faculty. The library has sufficient volumes, the physical facilities include a need for two more offices for graduate students and they are in the process of converting MA assistantships into Graduate Associateships and Research Associateships.
President Watson: Are there any other questions on this motion? Hearing none, we will proceed to a vote. All in favor of the motion to implement the new Ph.D program in Religious Studies, please signify by saying aye. All opposed please say no. Senate Motion #4 was approved following a voice vote, with one abstention duly noted.

4. Announcements and Communications.

4.A Senate President’s Report (George Watson).

I am going to give my report under Executive Committee new business.


Thank you, given the lateness of the hour I will be brief. We have had a hearing at which President Crow made a presentation to the House Appropriations Committee. The mood was extraordinarily constructive and positive. In past years, the chairman might have said something like this, “Mr. Glick, we don’t really need to hear from you, we know what you are going to say. Now we have a set of requests to speak about today, does anyone here wish to speak against the university? No? Then you don’t need to speak at all.” It was not like that at all this year. There were a great deal of concern expressed by both the appropriations committee of the difficulty of the financial situation, but there was none of the antagonism and confrontation that we have had in past years. Perhaps it is because there is growing recognition of the legitimate needs for investment in the University. Or, perhaps it is because when you don’t have any money it is easy to say, yes, we would like to give it to you but we just don’t have it. I really do think it is a good omen.

As we told you last time, the Governor’s budget protects the university in this tough time with the exception that it doesn’t recognize enrollment growth for East and West, and we consider that a very high priority. What is probably a more meaningful indicator though is that the joint House/Senate Education Subcommittee met and by a vote of nine to zero endorsed the request for debt service to building and research infrastructure. Considering that they had not built any buildings on our campus for well over a decade, two decades in fact, this is a very positive statement that they have actually endorsed, providing funding to build $185 million worth of research buildings on our three campuses. It is a long way from having any money, but even to get that conceptual framework is very positive. I am also told that the chair of the House Appropriations Committee has put together a small task force to try to find the money to make this happen. I think that none of us should go out and shovel, none of us should go take anything to the bank, but in fact, it was really a very positive reception. I think they have heard the message and have at least embraced it conceptually.

Secondly, the ASU Law School and the University have filed an amicus curie brief in support of the Michigan Law School case with the U.S. Supreme Court, supporting race-conscious admission policies at the University of Michigan law school. It is a very powerful brief and I am told by some that it could end up being the telling brief. It goes into numbers and details about ASU’s Law School admissions process, and I think we should take pride in both the Law School and our President, for having decided to go right out up front on this and make clear the importance of this Michigan case coming down correctly for all of us.

Third, I see Dan Jankowski is here and he will be speaking later. Let me say in preparation for him speaking that we do have the North Central Higher Learning Commission accreditation team coming on campus next month, and it is very important that they have a chance to meet with and hear from
faculty, staff and students and I hope you will make yourself available to them. The extraordinary effort put forth by Dan and his team in building what I think is a real model of self-study, puts all of us and Dan in his team’s debt and I want to acknowledge this to the Senate because I hope that you will all be helpful, should you be called upon to participate.

Finally, we continue to be concerned about explaining adequately the new admission policy as well as tuition and financial aid. In the past week, I have met with the College of Public Programs Dean’s Council, the Cronkite Endowment Board and the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce. I will be meeting next week with Chicanos Por La Causa, and others in the administration are having similar meetings, to explain what we are trying to do and why we are trying to do it, in a way that meets with positive response from those who are the constituents of the University. I will be happy to answer questions or take comments.

Maria Allison for Bianca Bernstein: How do they respond, after you have given them your discussion?

Provost Glick: Very positively. As you know, my greatest concern is the changing admission standards, even though we intend to accept most of the students we would have previously, but that assumes some reasonable budget outcome. To give one example, the Hispanic Chamber not only embraced it but offered to communicate to all of its members and to write letters to both the House and the Senate embracing our budget request as well as these changes. I met with the Chicano Faculty and Staff Association, whom I think had many questions and concerns but felt very good about the direction we are going. Thus far, every meeting that I have been at I have received a lot of questions, but also a lot of positive nods, so, I am very optimistic that we are getting our message across. Again, my major concerns are: 1) if we don’t have a reasonable budget, how do we maintain our ability to deal with all the students who are qualified, and 2) there is some talk that the legislature would take the tuition increase and sweep that up to solve their problem. You should know I don’t believe they will do that; I believe they will decide how much they want to cut our budget or add to our budget, then discuss why they did it. I think that if students have accepted a substantial tuition increase and if that money would be swept away to essentially become a patch to solve the state’s budget problem—without a two-thirds majority of the legislature embracing a new tax, as long as they leave that money here, it is not a tax, it is a user fee and it is within the rights of the constitution of the Regents to embrace such a user fee in this state. I felt very good about these meetings and we deliberately have gone to meet with groups with the greatest concerns. Somebody met with the Urban League last week, although I could not make that meeting. We are getting very positive feedback. Again, if there would be any direct coupling of the tuition increase to take the money away from the University, I think that would be a terrible political signal and a terrible problem for us, who have endorsed with student support a substantial tuition increase and better financial aid. I can tell you that in 1991 that is exactly what we did. The next year we did not increase tuition at all because it was hard to argue that we should increase tuition, which was just going to be tax dollars. I don’t believe the legislature will do that. Again, when the final budget comes out it is always hard to determine how that number was arrived at, and who do what for what reason. So, you always have that difficulty that it is hard to tie A to B, but if it is tied directly, I think it has great promise for the future.

Senator Crozier: I just want to compliment you on how you are communicating your message out to these significant constituencies, but one thing that I did notice was that in many of the media opportunities there was not something said about 50% of the tuition increase going to financial aid—that was rarely quoted in the media. It could be in part because our media is being sensitive in the
middle of our financial crisis, as some people are being given initial money at the same time that students are being given an increase in tuition. I think that even though I appreciate both aspects, you can perhaps conceive of a media disaster if this is not handled very carefully, and the media takes it out of context.

**Provost Glick:** Your points are both well taken. If I could control the media, I would probably get sleep more nights than I do. I am very concerned about the way the media has portrayed this, and my largest concern is that the very students, the low income ones that we most wanted to help, will be scared off or their families will and that is why we are going to groups like Chicanos Por La Causa, to get them to help us. We have a consulting firm to help us get media assurances; we are going to have advertisements on the Spanish language radio stations, but all that being said and done, it is a problem. I understand your point. You should know that when the issue in this week’s Senate Newsletter comes out, there is a letter from our President discussing the bigger picture on salaries and our future intent there. You will not agree with it all, but you will understand it better, and I hope that you understand the reasoning he had and at least feel that it was a rational and appropriate thing to do.

**Senator Crozier:** But not many actually do read the Senate Newsletter. We need some sound bites too.

**Provost Glick:** But they should read the Newsletter, and you are absolutely right in our comment on media coverage and we are working on that.

**Senator Dwyer:** You may have gone into this level of detail with some of the groups you have talked to, but can you explain it here because I have not heard anything on what the money for financial aid looks like. Is it scholarships? Loans? What does it look like?

**Provost Glick:** It is all scholarship money. It will go into our set aside, which is used for need based scholarships and it will increase from $7 million to $19 million. It will all be in direct scholarships. Our goal is to reduce the dependence of students in the lowest income group on loans and work, because we know that we have a real problem with students who have to take out a lot of loans. It is all meant to be grant money and will be for the support of our students, for students in the lowest income group, most of whom are Pell grant recipients. We will hold them completely harmless from the increase and reduce their unmet need—reduce their dependence on loans and work. For students in the next group we will offset part of the tuition increase, but not all of it. The goal is to get more money to reduce the loan dependence.

I have a question of Senator Witt. How do you use the scale from 10 to 0, and 0 is a C? Surely you have some subnormal students.

**Senator Witt:** We have plus and minus grades, and some people have a standing of +1 and –1 on my scale. A C grade is assigned a value of 0; D is assigned the value of –1.

**Provost Glick:** That explains it then. Thank you. Are there other questions? If not, I wanted to say that I found the discussion on grades as well as the discussion on certificates most constructive and thoughtful, and I appreciate the good work that all of you do for ASU.

**President Watson:** Moving just slightly out of order, Dan Jankowski will speak to us now (Item 4.H, HLC Accreditation Report). We know that the visit is coming up rather quickly so it was really necessary to have Dan report to us at our February meeting, even though we knew that the discussion
of plus minus grades was going to take up the largest amount of time. So, we will hear from Dan and then I anticipate we will finish up this meeting a bit beyond our normal time.


Thank you George. It is interesting to be here on an issue that last happened ten years ago, the plus minus grades resolution. As Dr. Glick said, he would be brief and that is my cue to try to be brief.

What this is about is the continuing accreditation of ASU Main and East. This is the regular accreditation that occurs on a ten year interval, assuming there are no serious problems. ASU West is separately accredited, so they will not be a part of this. What I would like to do is tell you a bit about what is going on, the current status of our effort. Milt has already told you that the Self-Study Report, which is one of the requirements of the accreditation, is done with their work. The end report is a document over 300 pages long. It is available on the web and copies have been provided to academic units so that you can sign it out and look at it. It is also available in CD format and you may check this format out in the academic units. It is also available to download from the web site, so that you can read or use the web as a way to look at. Milt mentioned our team, and there are several people to here today and several have left the meeting--Dan Landers, Maria Allison, Ernest Hirata and others—I thank them all, and they have done a good job.

We have an evaluation team in place consisting of 12 academics. The team has in fact has visited ASU in October. A draft schedule for the site visit has been completed and is currently in the team’s hands. The visit is going to be Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday over spring break, that is March 24-26. The structure of the self-study report was different than the last time I spoke to you over a year ago. We learned a little; back then it was process and now we actually have results. You can see from my overhead, the titles of the chapters. This is not all of it, but there are fairly obvious things up there. One of the key chapters is the overview, Chapter 2, and I will say more about that in a moment. This is the rest of the self-study report, the remaining chapters. George Watson and Doug Johnson contributed to Chapter 11, along with a lot of other people. There is an appendix, which is essentially technical information about the institution and an addendum, which is a take off on President Crow’s inaugural address. It has been changed and the language has been changed, but in essence it was the starting point. It went through seven or eight drafts. We have two pieces to the report, Chapters 1-12 with the appendix looking backward, and the addendum looking forward.

The visiting team has many distinguished members: Philip Certain, University of Wisconsin (chair of the team), Shirley Barton, Kent State, Rosa Cintron, University of Oklahoma, David Colburn, University of Florida, Sue Day-Perroots, West Virginia University, Frederick Ernshousen, Purdue University, Roy Koenigsknecht, Ohio State University, Carol Lynch, University of Colorado at Boulder, Sylvia Manning, University of Illinois at Chicago, Claudia Mitchell-Kernan, University of California at Los Angeles, Doyle Williams, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, and Dina Zinnes, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

If you look at the web site, you can get their full academic status and their administrative status. The Team chair and the remaining members are from distinguished institutions that may have feelings toward some of the particular problems that we face here.

What does the team want from you? Obviously, we want you to do some things! We want you to read the report and encourage your colleagues to read it. It would be very good to get some of our students to read the report as well. If you don’t read the entire report what I would suggest you do is read
Chapter Two, the overview, and then read the summaries of the various chapters, three through eleven. Those are so called criteria chapters that have to do with the criteria for accreditation. Those summaries are roughly a page or two in length, so it is not a very onerous task. We also urge you to read the addendum, which is called “New Directions.” It is about twenty pages long, double spaced, so again it is not very difficult reading.

We would like you to participate in the site visit and that includes some of you will be asked to actually meet with the team or with team members. As soon as we get the draft schedule back from the team, we will make those requests and I hope if you are asked that you will be able to participate. We need your participation. Secondly, all of you can intend to participate in the open forums that will be held during the visit. There are open forums for faculty, staff, students and the community. These will be opportunities for people to meet with the team and express concerns, and talk to the team and probably answer some questions from the team. We don’t know when those times will be scheduled, but they are likely to be on the Monday and Tuesday of the three day period I mentioned earlier, but until I get the schedule back I cannot confirm that. This will be publicized widely, and we will probably ask Milt to send out another memo. There will probably be some sort of ad that we will pay for in the State Press.

I hope I was brief. I hope that you will participate in this activity, talk it up and talk it up among your colleagues. Those of us that have worked on this for a long time would certainly welcome your involvement in this thing and your help to bring it to a successful conclusion. Thank you.

**President Watson:** The time that Dan has put into to this is just incredible, just remarkable and we appreciate what he has done on behalf of the university.

Back to the announcements and communications. I gave President Crow the day off, knowing how crowded our agenda was. Antonio Garcia had to leave to attend another meeting. Mike Leingang has left, but Mort Munk has a report.

4. D  Past President’s Report (Morton Munk).

There was a legislative reception last week for District 17 legislators. It was a very productive meeting. Mark Anderson, Meg Burton-Cahill and Harry Mitchell attended. Each indicated opposition to further budget cuts to the university. There was some concern about increasing enrollment and what would be done about that, but interestingly, the discussion spoke to the needs of departments like English, where they have a large number of students and some classes are taught by faculty associates and graduate students. The point was made that if you want to help the English department, fund the research infrastructure for the university, allow strong research units to become self-supporting. Core state funding can then adequately support core academic programs.

4.E  West Senate Report (George Watson for Fran Bernat).

No one could be here from West today, but Fran submitted a report. I will share with you something from the report that affects main campus. West Senate was ahead of us just slightly on the plus minus issue, in terms of coming through their Senate for discussion and a vote, and it turns out that they approved the Penn State model, which is what we approved earlier today. So, West and Main and by incorporation, East, appear to have agreed on the same recommendation with respect to plus minus grades.
4.F East Assembly Report (Ernest Hirata). No further report from East.

4.G Senate President’s Report (George Watson).

Let me just mention a couple of things. The Senate Newsletter will be coming out. As Milt mentioned, I had that on hold briefly because I had asked the President and the Provost to submit for us a statement regarding salary more broadly cast than the most recent salary increase that was given. What I felt was needed was something more long term, giving us insight into what that salary policy might be. I received that letter last Friday, and I will put that into the Senate Newsletter along with other items, which basically constitute my Senate report. I thought it would be good if the newsletter covered what was going on in a wide variety of areas dealing with promotion and tenure, and the creation of a new task force on P&T (II), a University Design Team and the creation of a task force for that, a University College and what might be happening there and any number of other issues that have come forward. There are a couple of new ones that I wanted to mention very quickly now. There has been a proposal to us from the Academic and Administrative Advisory Committee on academic recognition, and I have assigned that to the Curriculum and Academic Programs Committee (Michael Mayer). It is a proposal that would basically change the requirements for graduation with Academic Recognition. What they are proposing is that the threshold for cum laude would move from a 3.4 to a 3.5, for magna cum laude from a 3.6 to a 3.7 and for a summa cum laude from a 3.8 to a 3.9. In addition, they are recommending that we change from 60 to 56 hours, the number of hours required in residence at ASU Main and ASU East. This is a policy recommendation that is coming from that committee, which will come to CAPC and ultimately come before our Senate. That will be in the Senate Newsletter as well. In addition, when the newsletter comes out, accompanying it will a survey that we hope will be distributed in all the faculty boxes, a survey on campus classrooms. It will ask faculty to submit back to us any classrooms that they would like to identify as lacking, or perhaps impeding or impairing in some way the teaching and learning process for them in that classroom, and alternatively, to list for us what they see as being good classrooms, ones that they are teaching in, and whether or not there are things that they would like to see, or recommendations that they would like to make with respect to academic room scheduling. We need the survey back and we will send it out with the Newsletter.

Are there any questions on that? Moving along, we are at open forum now.

5. Open Forum. No items were presented for discussion.

President Watson mentioned that one of the Senators last week asked him to look into the situation of computing on campus, and some of the recent problems that have arisen with respect to computing with the e-mail services, etc. I thought we would invite the Vice Provost for IT, Bill Lewis to speak to us at our March meeting. If you have no objections to that, this will be an opportunity to ask questions. We will now move on to new business.


6.A Executive Committee (George Watson). No report.

6.B Committee on Committees (Ernest Hirata). No report.

President Watson: Committee on Committees has been meeting regularly to work on the ballot and is making spring nominations for service beginning in fall of 2003 on University Committees, Boards
and Councils, from the results of the Preference Survey data. Mike Mayer is next with new items from CAPC for first readings.

6.C  Curriculum and Academic Programs Committee (Michael Mayer).

6.C.1 Senate Motion #5 (2002-2003) (First Reading): Senator Mayer introduced the motion: “The Curriculum and Academic Programs Committee recommends Academic Senate approval of a request from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences for the Implementation of a New Academic Degree Program – Audiology.”

Rationale: A new professional doctorate degree in Audiology is proposed to prepare audiologists for clinical certification under new national standards that reflect the expanded scope of practice in the field of Audiology. The proposed degree will use the designator Au.D, as do most other universities that have implemented similar programs. The four year Au.D degree will replace the existing two year M.S. degree in Audiology, currently offered by the Department of Speech and Hearing Science, as the entry-level degree for practicing audiologists. The Au.D will be offered by the Department of Speech and Hearing Science and be awarded by the Graduate College.

Are there any questions? Hearing none, we will introduce the next motion.


Rationale: The implementation of doctoral preparation in nursing is essential to ensure much needed leadership in the work place as well as in the educational setting and by doing so, help nurses to thrive in complex and technologically dependent health care systems. A doctoral program in nursing at ASU will provide increased access for nurses to become clinical researchers and clinical leaders who can help create supportive work environments to retain nurses graduated. If approved, the DNS program in Nursing at ASU would be the first DNS program in the Western region of the United States.

Are there any questions on either of these motions?

Senator Karady: Do they have any of these programs at other universities?

Representative from Nursing: Yes there are.

Senator Karady: Which ones?

Representative from Nursing: There are DNS programs at Columbia University, at Indiana University, Case Western University, Johns Hopkins University, just to name a few. There are a number of others.

Senator Mayer: Thanks to both the representative from Audiology and the representative from Nursing for being here to answer questions.

6.D Personnel Committee (Doug Johnson).
6.D.1 Senate Resolution #3 (2002-03) Senator Johnson introduced the resolution which endorses the recommendations of the Task Force on Non Tenure Track Faculty. The concerns of the task force were to provide opportunities for professional development, to improve salaries for non-permanent, full-time faculty and to improve their job stability and the status of lecturers and to provide them greater input into University matters. This is a first reading, and it will be considered at the March 24, Senate meeting. The text of the resolution follows:

“Whereas: ASU endorses the need to provide opportunities for professional development and growth for lecturers and other non-permanent full time faculty; and

“Whereas: ASU is committed, over time, to improving the salaries of non-permanent, full time faculty, particularly faculty providing instruction central to the University’s mission and strategic priorities; and

“Whereas: ASU is committed to improving the status and job stability of its lecturers as a means of recruiting, maintaining, and rewarding quality people in these positions; and

“Whereas: ASU recognizes the need to provide greater input to the University Administration regarding issues of importance concerning such matters as benefits and career progression;

“Be it hereby resolved:

“That colleges ensure that opportunities for professional development and growth are available for full time, non-permanent faculty, particularly faculty who serve on multi-year appointments. Professional development options ought to be directly related to the expectations of a faculty member's current employment, and may be available on a competitive basis. Examples of activities consistent with this recommendation include, but are not limited to, departmental or college-wide programs for lecturer development, grant funds for curriculum development, travel support to meetings for professional development, including discipline-specific academic meetings as well as meetings dealing with pedagogy, and grants for focused study and professional growth.

“That progress towards the goal of improving the salaries of all Lecturers and other full time, non-tenure-accruing faculty be measured by relevant salary comparisons within and between groups, and in relation to appropriate benchmarks. It is understood that salaries would continue to vary by discipline and across the University due to market forces, as is the case for the salaries of tenured and tenure track faculty and graduate teaching assistants.

“That the University entertain the possibility of providing an option for rolling three-year appointments, constituted as yearly commitments to a three-year employment period for eligible non tenure-accruing, full time faculty.

“That an Advisory Committee to the Provost on Full Time, Non-Permanent Faculty be established. This advisory committee should be composed of a representative group of full time, non-permanent faculty (including representation from each group within the category of full time, non-tenure accruing faculty, e.g., Instructors, clinical faculty, etc.). The purpose of this advisory group is to provide information, recommendations, and feedback to the Provost, and to act as a sounding board on issues regarding personnel policies and procedures for non-permanent, full time faculty.”
Senator Johnson: Other comments--the current issue of health insurance is still very prominent. As you know, the legislature has relaxed the requirement for self-insurance for the next year. We are currently attempting to renegotiate the Cigna contract for next year. Cigna is due to provide their rates on the 28th and we hope that there is not such a great increase that we cannot afford it! We have been working closely with the Department of Administration to communicate our needs and expectations; our priorities are to maintain an affordable PPO. We still are asking for a cap on prescriptions and a third tier rate structure, but frankly, Cigna is posturing for a large increase and maintaining the affordability of the PPO is our highest priority.

6.E Student Faculty Policy Committee (Craig Allen).

Please help us get the classroom survey that George talked about out to your faculty when it arrives in your department. That’s it for now.

6.F University Affairs Committee (Karen Dwyer). No report.

President Watson: Karen had to leave before her report came up, but we want you to review the bylaws and let Karen know about any proposals you may have for change to the ACD 112-01, Academic Constitution and Bylaws. Is there any other business we need to consider today? Hearing none, we are adjourned.

7. Adjournment. The meeting adjourned 5:11 p.m.
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